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PREPARING ONESELF TO SIT

Each meditation begins with establishing one’s body in a formal, functional posi-
tion. Be relaxed, but alert—maintaining a posture that is organized in dimensional 
space—referencing oneself within 9 directions of space. Consciousness centered 
in one’s body.
 Use eyes to see. Add lots of angles: acute, obtuse, right (90 degrees).  
 Use ears for listening. Hearing oceanic breath, connection to universe;  
 hearing external sounds, hearing internal dialogues.
 Hone skills. Find center, smelling the environment, hearing the environment. 
  

3. 
Open your imagination.  
Use your mind and breath.  
Imagine a golden thread descending 
from above to below from the  
universal into the depths  
of the personal along the center  
channel, the column of  9–5–1. 
      
      

1. 
Ritualize your environment.  
Find a quiet space. Position  
oneself. Sit in a chair or sit in 
virasana, lotus, or siddhasana.  
Sit on a slight down hill slope.  
In your mind, don’t be static.  
Be still and dynamic.  

Organize yourself to  
occupy the center of your  
circumference, the center  
of your embodied sphere.  
Orient yourself like “the driver  
in the driver’s seat.” 

2. 
Close your eyes 9/10  of the way.  
Organize your vision to mediate  
perception, being aware of internal 
space, external space, and expansive 
vision between the two. Connect  
your hearing to your breathing.  
Be present. Manipulate the breath  
so that it is rhythmic and oceanic.  
Put the tip of the tongue lightly on  
the middle upper pallet allowing  
the imagination to open the  
primary channel.
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4. 
Use the thread of imagination.  
Occupy center and organize circumference and 
mediate the space between.

5. 
Connect with your internal vision, and 
your sense of perception. 
Imagine your future in front, your memories  
behind and be present as the meditator.
In front of you is potential. Behind you is memory
Be in the present by mediating the middle. 
Connect hearing to breathing.

KNOW TIME SPINS,  
THE SUN IS ELECTRIC, THE MOON IS MAGNETIC,  

THE STELLAR IS RADIANT

ORGANIZE YOURSELF  
TO MEDIATE YOUR STABILITY, YOUR ABILITY,  

AND YOUR IMAGINATION.


